The default infrastructure layer for P2P asset managment
Democratizing asset management
As we enter the era of the Internet of Value, and the World Wide Web evolves into
a World Wide Ledger based on Blockchain technology, anything will be tokenized
and will become an asset. The new all-encompassing asset class needs tools to
invest in and manage such investments, a P2P Asset Management Ecosystem
fully developed on Ethereum, built upon our belief in a world where finance flows
freely and assets are managed by many instead of the few.

The FLUON token
provides exposure to
all cryptocurrencies

Why the FLUON ECOSYSTEM?
We have identified three major hurdles to democratize asset management and
investing: asset tokenisation, investor pooling and liquidity. Providing protocols for
the tokenisation of any asset is key to manage cryptocurrencies, help the
transition of traditional asset management to the blockchain and to provide
tokenisation options for anything of value in the future. Secondly, providing a way
to pool capital and investments for aggregated management is a must. Lastly,
giving any investor the capacity to re-format their risk through an inherently liquid
system is vital.

What it does
FLUON is the first decentralized asset management ecosystem that makes it
extremely easy for organisations, entrepreneurs and investors to manage and
invest in any token. Moreover, it will allow anyone to seamlessly re-allocate their
capital, invest and manage it with users deciding which type of asset
management service they provide, their cost, governance and other parameters.

Features:
-

Liquidity
Incentive system
Protocols to
tokenize any
asset

The team has more
than 70 years of
combined experience

Gaining exposure to all cryptocurrencies
The system creates fully transmissible tokens for every investment pool, with the
FLUON serving as the system incentive and liquidity provider.
The FLUON allows its holders to gain exposure to every asset under
management. As the Ecosystem grows so does exposure to cryptocurrencies in
the first instance and other assets in the future.

A specially structured
ICO soon to be
announced

The revolution won’t be televised, it will be tokenized!
More Information
FLUON Website

FLUON Twitter

FLUON Telegram
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